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Thank you very much for your comments on our paper. While we are still working on
revising this manuscript based on your comments, we would like to explain some major
items you highlighted in your comments. Below please find our reply.

>13-12: what does a value of -0.1 indicate? This should probably not be referred to as
a "value".

From the MODIS Collection 5 algorithm, negative retrieval values have been allowed.
In this study, both MODIS C6 3 km and GOCI aerosol products have negative retrievals.
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Though such a negative AOD value is not physically possible, it statistically represents
small positive AOD values in the overall data distribution. In other words, removing
these negative values would in fact truncate the lower tail of the AOD distribution. Most
previous evaluation studies include these negative retrievals as valid values (Levy et
al., 2013;Munchak et al., 2013;Remer et al., 2013). Thus, we also included these
negative values in our analyses.

>21-25: I suggest moving this sentence to the discussion/conclusions section Re-
sults/analysis section: You analyse regression slopes and intercepts. I see two po-
tential problems: 1. Like correlation, regression analysis assumes normally distributed
date. If no log transformation of the AOD data was performed this condition is probably
not met, statistically invalidating the analysis. 2. In regression analysis, a p value is
always computed, indicating the probability that the results were purely due to random
variation. It is commonly accepted practice to set a significance level before the analy-
sis (e.g. 90%, 95% etc. probability of the relationship NOT being random) and then to
discard all relationships outside that frame (p value gt; 0.1, 0.05 etc.) as not statistically
significant. A slope and intercept could be the result of random variation in your data
set, or they could be statistically significant. Without a p value, no one can tell.

Regarding your first comment that the non-normal distribution of AOD data violates
the assumption of linear regression, there are a few important issues that go against
log-transformation in the context of this study. First, due to the existence of valid neg-
ative and zero AOD values, log transformation cannot be applied to MODIS and GOCI
products directly. One solution is to add a fixed small positive number, i.e. 0.05, to
both satellite retrievals and AERONET values; however, doing so changed the refer-
ence range of EE (±0.05±0.15AOD) and made the evaluation metrics incomparable
across different satellite aerosol products. Moreover, with log-transformation, linear re-
gression intercept and slope lack clear physical meanings. Second, the distributions
of AOD values from different sensors, as shown in Figure 4, were not significantly
skewed. Due to the existence of small positive AOD values, log-transformation actually
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introduced slight skewness to the left. Third, previous evaluation studies rarely used
log-transformation (Levy et al., 2013;Liu et al., 2014;Munchak et al., 2013). Since one
of the objectives of this study is to compare the performance of these emerging finer
resolution products to products at lower resolution, log-transformation made the eval-
uation metrics incomparable with previous studies. All things considered, we decided
to use the original data in this analysis. Regarding your second comment, we added
p-value of the slope and intercept in the revised manuscript.
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